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Abstract
This thesis investigates verbal and visual language through a lens
of translation, queerness, and diaspora. Looking at graphic design as
a reconciliatory space, I make use of its formal and typographic
systems as devices to tell stories, examine cultures, and negotiate
conflicting principles.
  Abjad1 Orientations is a process of shifting the focal viewpoint
to reorient myself and/or my audience and allow for a closer probe
of our cultural reality. My eclectic identity as a Queer, Muslim,
multilingual Arab living in the United States drives the form and
content of my design inquiriesto reconcile one or more aspects
of my selfhood.
  In Abjad Orientations, I utilize subversion, translation,
commemoration, and reorientation/disorientation. These methods
serve to analyze the dynamics of our complex world and question
aspects of it that have always troubled me. In the midst of our
political and humanitarian crises, I find myself asking: Can graphic
design create better—albeit sometimes ephemeral—realities?
Can it promote dialogue rather than commodities? By interrupting
discourseand re-contextualizing conventions, this body of work
attempts to undermine n
 ormative systems of thought and making.
It celebrates hybridity, liminality, andsometimes illegibility,
with nuanced, poetic gestures.
1. An Abjad is a writing system that, unlike an
alphabet, does not use vowels primarily. It’s
made up entirely of consonants, along with
completely optional vowel marks that can be
added for clarity and educational purposes.
Arabic and Hebrew are two major languages
spoken currently that utilize an abjad system.
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تـوجهـات أبـجـديـة

Introduction Design as Space In-Between
“We live and work in the clutter of untranslatability.
The discomfortable snag where we no longer know what
to say, how to say, or even quite what saying is — but
we continue in our saying. The language-snag is the sign
that there is more thinking to be done. We can’t get
free from the grip of non-knowing, nor would we wish
to detach ourselves even if we could. Rather, let’s stay
in this space. The instigatory space of difficulty and not
understanding. Untranslate this space. Retranslate
from this space.” 1

Graphic design is traditionally a practice closely related to art
but is primarily a professional field. “The client is always
right,” is a phrase I heard a lot as a designer and even before
I went to design school. More than any other artistic tra
dition, design works as a facilitator between all of them It
serves the purpose of a message or a story rather than
being the purpose itself, and because of that, it can get lost
in this process. There has always been a tug between art
and commerce in this field.
   Growing up in an Arabic-speaking Gulf country, I only
ever knew of the functional aspects of graphic design.
Arabic typography was merely a translation of Western

1. Antena Collaborative. A Manifesto for
Ultratranslation (2013).
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rules: Arabic logotypes that visually mimic their international
counterparts, often compromising the script’s character
in the transition between languages. They took parts of Latin
letterforms and used them to construct Arabic logos,
Frankenstein-style.2 In this case, the design was serving as
a facilitator—a transactional agent. It appeared soulless at
best and ghastly at worst. The local recipients of this design
were for the most part not concerned with this culturally
lackluster work. And thanks to globalization, the modern,
international style of design and branding has always been
the leading authority on visuals and culture. So appearing
“Modern” and “Global” was a goal that local audiences did
not question.
   Only around the past decade did a renaissance of Arabic
design and typography occur. Rather than mimic Western
design, Arab designers started looking into vernacular and
calligraphic traditions as a base from which to conceptualize
and execute contemporary ideas. This wasn’t a new pheno
menon but a revival of older traditions that were, for the most
part, forgotten. Concepts and visuals became less a trans
literation and more of a translation. This work facilitated a fair
exchange between cultures. The shift in local design thinking
wasn’t only important for cultural preservation but also
because of a need to serve the new generation of highly
globalized, Internet-savvy customers. Everyone is becoming
more bilingual than ever, and a lot of us younger people
speak English better than our native Arabic. And so, design
that can preserve its integrity between both languages is
becoming increasingly important. However, this evolution

2. This refers to creating Arabic letterforms using cut up ends of
the Latin typeface when drawing an Arabic counterpart for it.
Designers are progressively becoming more careful with ensuring
the integrity of the Arabic script.

Arabic FedEx logo rigidly fitted
to its Latin reference, down
to the forced arrow shape that
doesn’t work logically with
the script.
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Left-or-Right installed at the 2016 BFA Show at Boston University.

has still been mostly out of practical necessity. It pleased primarily people
who worked in artistic and cultural fields. To the average person, Arabic
was still uncool as ever. We spoke it with our parents perhaps, but not
with our friends.
   Moving to the States, I certainly had a similar mindset. I needed to
get away from my first language—to live, think, and even dream in English.
I had always thought it’s a generally less restrictive language and culture.
I listened to Lady Gaga, read Harry Potter, and watched American movies
and TV shows, so this was only natural. I thought so, until later in my
undergraduate studies when I experienced a reversal. I felt isolated both at
home and in the States. Neither here nor there. My design work was the

only space outside of myself that allowed my contradictions
to coexist—   my only refuge in my diaspora. After many
explorations as an undergrad, my body of work culminated
in a series of posters titled Left-or-Right. It featured letter
forms designed to create a bridge (or perhaps, a clash) between
the Latin and Arabic scripts. My passion and research in lin
guistics led me to many other scripts such as Greek, Hebrew,
and Phoenician. To me, the project was a reconciliation
between heritage and current identity. It didn’t exactly serve
speakers of either script, but rather those who, like me,
live between them.
   I came to RISD looking to explore this aspect of hybrid
identity further. From my name to facets my identity, the
different languages create distinct realities that I inhabit
simultaneously. My work uses both verbal and visual poetry
to examine the effect of translation and mistranslation.
At times it reorients the audience, and at other times the
content, in order to reconcile my thoughts and emotions as
I move between language and culture. The projects are a
way of expression, only truly understood by those with a back
ground similar to mine, but not entirely unrelatable for a
broader audience. They are driven by my need to address issues
of interest and importance to me. I consider the medium
of design to be the space that makes the material existence
of my ideas possible because in the physical world that I inhabit,
the categories and labels given to my body are limiting. In this
space, I explore playful, subversive, and poetic systems to
envision better realities and optimistic alternatives.

9
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“He says: I am from there. I am from here.
I am not there and I am not here.
I have two names, which meet and part,
and I have two languages.
I forget which of them I dream in.
I have an English language, for writing,
with yielding phrases,
and a language in which Heaven and
Jerusalem converse, with a silver cadence,
but it does not yield to my imagination.”
— Mahmoud Darwish (on Edward Said)

Edward

11

Ḍamma : Embrace
A ḍamma means an embrace. It also symbolizes
the meeting together of lips, creating the vowel
sound u̇, as in book.
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Hemistich1 Translation as Medium

13

“ Translation is an asymptote: no matter how close we
try to get, there’s always a space between the two bodies
and that is the space where we live. The space where we
transpose, or are transposed.” 2

Poem by Ibn al-Bawwāb. Each line is read, right to left, across
the two hemistichs, before starting back at the line below.

I have always had an affinity for language-learning and
translation. However, throughout my studies, I realized that
translation is far more complicated than a binary transaction.
Both context and bias dictate the journey of a word from a
language to another—and whether it arrives on the other side
at all.
   While editing one of my writing pieces with Mays AlBaik,
she told me that the half of each line in an Arabic poem is
called a hemistich. After further research into poetic forms,
I discovered that the two-hemistich form also exists in
older English, Greek, and Latin verse. In my work, I think of
translation as that space between the two hemistichs. It

1. A hemistich is a half line of verse, often found
in Arabic and Persian poetry Each line of
verse is split into two hemistichs, separated
by a cæsura (//), a space, or two dots (. .)

2. Antena Collaborative. A Manifesto for
Ultratranslation. (2013)

doesn’t have one correct form. It could be an empty space,
a cæsura, two dots, or even ornaments. This section demon
strates a variety of ways that translation can manifest in.
As a trilingual person, I am fascinated by letterforms. I love
comparing and contrasting their shapes, sounds, history,
and symbolic meanings. The projects in this section examine
how language, translation, and the failure of the process
itself can be used to generate form and meaning.
   Arab culture has always been about the art and magic
of the word. Even pre-Islamic poetry had divine status.
And with the revelation of the Qur’an, the Arabic language
reached the peak of its grandeur and sophistication.
Calligraphy became the manifestation of the word. To this
day, poetry is an art that Arabs have not abandoned. Even
the typical process of songwriting is structured so that there

Language as Medium
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Slavs and Tatars, Love Letters No. 9 (2014). The carpets in this series depict the imposing of foreign alphabets on a native
tongue and the consequences of that.

are dedicated lyricists, who work together with composers to
make sure the music does the lyrics justice.
   Naturally, this deep connection with the language seeps
into everyday life and culture in the Middle East. Growing up
in Jeddah, Saudi Arabia, I have become acutely aware of the
dynamics that language imposes on everyone. Five times every
day, a loud message (the call to prayer) is broadcast all over
thecity. While that language is unified across all mosques, the
language that people speak is anything but unified.
   From the way someone speaks Arabic, I could infer many
things about them. I can tell whether they are foreigners,
locals, locally-born foreigners, or citizens who lived abroad.
I can also determine whether either or both of their parents
were raised here or not. Tone, pronunciation, and word choices
give away so much information. This phenomenon exists in
many languages. However, in a true melting pot like Jeddah,
the variety is tenfold and the consequences profound. The way
I speak Arabic can provoke all kinds of biases that are almost
always negative. My “perfect English” makes me either
desirable or detestable, depending on the elitist you ask. My
last name can reveal the “purity” of my lineage, which affects
my social life and even opportunities. But in the Land of
Opportunity, it is my first name that haunts me.
   In the US, Mohammed cannot be neutral. The sounds
I make when I talk to friends can sometimes raise eyebrows.
I genuinely need to think twice before calling my mother
while on an airplane. In different ways, language is playing a
more significant role in everything in this country—from
civics to art to gender to politics. Drawing on my lived experi
ences and linguistic knowledge, my work attempts to call
out aspects of my linguistic observations, frustrations,
and interests.
   Beyond explaining the differences between languages
and cultures, these studies also consider the unique shapes
and sounds of letters as exciting opportunities to expand
Letterforms can be abstracted, combined, or used as musical

15
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notation. Rather than merely translating, each project uses a
distinct mode(s) of the verb: word to word, letter to shape,
and so on. The modes I explore in this section—as I interpret
them—are:

word

letterform

multiple

letterform

sound
script

word

shape
one

music
tool

form

Even the way these words are read depends on the context. Is
this a diagram, a poem, or a medium in-between? That is the
space of translation. And to enter that space, you need to
accept its imperfection — and perhaps revel in its failure.

A translator is a medium : A person claiming to be in contact with the spirits of the
            dead and to communicate between the dead and the living.

Slavs and Tatars, Mother Tongues and Father Throats (2012). This carpet illustrates
where sounds are produced in the mouth. It’s a visual mapping of the aural.

Language as Medium

Translation is a medium : An agency or means of doing something.
            : The material or form used by an artist, composer, or writer.
           :The middle quality or state between two extremes
           :The intervening substance through which impressions are
           conveyed to the senses.
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fem noun: letter

18

19

from
masc noun: son to

Dear Arabic,

masc pronoun: his
fem noun: mother

1. Not unlike Romance languages, the noun gender
in Arabic determines all aspects of a sentence. In
this letter, I’m calling out this structure but also
wondering whether it’s the real problem at hand.

Language as Medium

fem noun: language

What exactly are you to me? Our relationship has
evolved so much over the years. You’re the first language I spoke, but English quickly replaced you.
I learned English when I was five years old, and I
really needed her1 soon after, when I started playing
my first video game, Pokémon Yellow. Since then,
all my adventures, in the realms where I caught monsters and played Quidditch, have all been in English.
You were reality: mundane and restricting. She was,
and very much remained, the language in which
I dreamt. And with time and American education
(from high school onward,) her dominance grew.
  Like all mother tongues, you gender all of your
children. You structured the grammar of our home

تـوجهـات أبـجـديـة

like an eloquent poem, each hemistich perfectly symm
etrical. You have so many rules that only you can
break, but when someone else does it, it’s irrational.
You have your sanctity and respect—I can’t even
curse in you without feeling bad. I associate you
with elegance, piety, and chastity. But are you not
also very sexual? From your symbolisms to your
grammar, you’re obsessed with sex, gender, and power.
You distinguish subject from object, your term for
them comes with an explicitly gendered role—one
active and the other passive. One doing, the other
being done upon.  ومفعول به،فاعل.
   And yet while your rules restrict me, sometimes
your words, words that contain letters, embrace me.
Sometimes your verbs aren’t about power, sometimes
subject and object are symbiotic. I’ve realized ideal
languages do not exist because the problem is not with
you as much as it is with patriarchy. And so, I’m
trying to have this conversation with you, my mother
tongue. But now it’s being complicated by our medium,
my second language.
   In the English-speaking reality of RISD, your
sounds have become foreign, your expressions alien,
and your right-to-left logic disorienting. It’s like
you’ve become the language of dreams and English
the language of the mundane, and it feels impossible
to explain the sublime through the ordinary. I grew
frustrated trying to explain you, your peculiarities,

and only getting question marks in return. I rebelled
and doubled down on the validity of the illegible.
But maybe we can come to a compromise. Maybe
I and others can still experience you, find meaning
in your form, and beauty in the space between what
you are and what you are in translation: a space of
loss, but like all unknowables, a potential space for
inclusion, too.

21

Love,
اب ـنــك

Language as Medium
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Mistranslation Poetry

23

Words have as much baggage as meaning. Mistranslation Poetry is
a series of poems and typographic explorations on what gets lost
in translation. The history and significance embedded in words or
names can be affected by predefined notions.
   The chosen words are based on my own experience in traver
sing multiple languages. My name, for example, carries various
issues when it comes to translation. Phonetically, the h does not
have an equivalent in English. The more linguistically correct ḥ
has a distinct throaty sound. On top of that, the vowels have
changed many times during the process of the word’s Latinization
in history. My name is the most common name in the world, but
within an English-speaking setting, I think it just might be more
comfortable to go by the first syllable.
   A word like “queer,” on the other hand, has a different story.
This word has enough drama and baggage within the context of its
native English. As such, things only get more complicated when
thinking about the translation of this word in Arabic. The negativeto-positive connotation shift that occurred in this word’s English
history doesn’t quite resonate in Arabic.

Poster detail.
Full size 40.5 × 61 cm (16 × 24 in)

Language as Medium
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Conditional Arabic

27

How does a non-speaker of Arabic perceive its letters? And
can this illegibility perhaps yield interesting results?
   In exploration of how Arabic can possibly be translated
to make visual form, this game explores this idea by intro
ducing simplified Arabic letters as shapes for participants to
make their own design compositions. The angular, blue set
originally spells “square,” while the rounded, red set spells
“circle.” Participants are encouraged to create new words and
forms out of the letters.

Laser-cut letterforms.

Language as Medium
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Everett’s composition

Olivia’s composition

29
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Kit decided to overlap shapes for more
interesting constructions, with beautiful
positive and negative spaces.
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Olivia de Salve Villedieu (right) and Everett Epstein (left)

Kit Son (right) and Maddie Woods (left)

Language as Medium

Maddie’s neat composition
spelled “hello.”
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Keetra's used the rounded shapes to make
figure-like shapes who seemed to be performing
dynamic actions.

32
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Georgie even managed to spell her name within
her composition.

Language as Medium

Georgie Nolan (right) and Keetra Dean Dixon (left)
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Moonlanders

35

Based on a prompt in the Graduate Studio in which we had to
reference an article from the New York Times,1 I wanted to question our preoccupation with NASA and space travel in general.
Why are we so obsessed with other planets when we are barely
taking care of ours? It might be because we know our planet is
doomed. I decided to delve into a fictional reality where humans
start to colonize the moon, a feat which calls for the creation
of a unified writing system. I designed the alphabet as a typeface
and presented my vision in class in the form of a pitch for the
betterment of humanity. The writing system is based on many
existing ones on Earth and promises to be accessible to all. It
would go in a circular motion and can be set only in concentric
circle forms.
   After the success of the pitch, I developed the project further in a studio course dedicated to studying language, in which
we were prompted to create our own type of language. For this
iteration, I expanded the use of the alphabet and designed
an alphabet lesson with a poster and worksheets to use in class.

1. “The New York Times Company,” The New York
Times, accessed May 5, 2019, https://learning.
blogs.nytimes.com/on-this-day/march-8.

Lunarscript chart, in this case showing the
parallel Moonscript and English order of the
alphabet with numerals.

Language as Medium
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Moon character set represented as planets. Orbiting each planet is its ancestors, arranged
as follows: Latin to the north, Hebrew to the west, Phoenician to the east, Arabic to the
south, and Greek/Cyrillic in the inter-cardinal directions, if different from Latin.

36
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In addition to being a unifying script, the set also
eliminates some glyphs common in the English
language, eliminating the redundant W, X, and Y.
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Lecturing on the origin of the script and how to properly use it.

Language as Medium

Writing structure grid, going from the outside of
the circle to the inside, concentrically.
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Classmates learning how to use the script. From right to left: Chia-Chi Wu, Yu-Hsing Wu,
Shannon Gross, Tatiana Gómez Gaggero.

Suji Han learning to spell her name in Moonscript.

Language as Medium

Instructional tracing sheet for learning Moonscript
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Alphabet as Notation

43

Despite my obsession with letters and words, I have always
considered music to be a language that transcends human
speech. This project first started with a prompt to visualize
a connection between my initials, M and N. Because they
have very similar diagonals, I thought of playing these shapes
on the piano by alternating between white and black keys to
travel diagonally.
   After multiple iterations, I created a system to draw letters
by playing the piano. To situate it in a better context, I used it
as a fictional motion ad for the Berlin Atonal music festival.
After making a sound loop for each character, I used the loops
to compose music on GarageBand. As multiple lines of text
played simultaneously, they generated atonal harmony and
dissonance, both visually and aurally.

Fictitious show title
Schoenburg: Suite for Piano

Language as Medium
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A letter’s skeleton is drawn through the spaces between each button-press (indicated by
a circle. Because some shapes can look very similar, (see C and L, D and O) I needed to
devise a method that can create more differentiation between letterforms.

C

D

Stages of generating an M.
By adding a transparent light source to indicate the direction of travel
between each key, the letters gain depth and become more recognizable.
L

M

O

P

Language as Medium
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00:02

When the word-notes hit the staff, (vertical bar on the left)
the letterforms are played/typed above.

00:05

00:08
Language as Medium

As the music sounds quite atonal (that is, did not follow a
traditional musical mode), I created a fictitious motion poster
for an atonal music even in Berlin.

تـوجهـات أبـجـديـة
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Each line of text gets its own “piano hand.” In this case, the
four lines would represent four hands playing the piano,
creating a delightful atonal harmony/dissonance.

00:13

00:15

00:19
Language as Medium
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Me holding the 3ayn tool, made out
of laser-cut acrylic.

How to Pronounce 3ayn

51

3ayn2 is a tool used to pronounce the Arabic  عsound that doesn’t
exist in the English language. Because this sound comes from
the deepest part of the throat, it sounds like gagging or choking
to some people. The absurd device aims to replicate the sound
by choking its user. 3ayn might not be the most efficient educational tool. Its original intention is, actually, to express the
frustration of trying to explain the sound itself. By creating an
awkward and fun dynamic, it also aims to playfully educate
non-speakers.

2. The glyph 3 is used with Latin letterforms to
represent the Arabic letter  عthat resembles it
backwards. This spelling scheme is popular with
Arabic speakers on the Internet and is often
called “Arabish.”

Tool: 3ayn

Language as Medium
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Risograph printed accordion instruction manual

53
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Here’s how it goes:

Language as Medium

Pronouncing this sound is quite easy.
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Pretend you’re swallowing. Feel that part?

Language as Medium

Focus on the bottom of the throat, as in the picture above.
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Constrict your throat, as if you’re gagging.
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Poland: A Graphic Revolution

63

This poster was part of an exhibit in Échirolles, France, celebrating Polish design tradition, specifically circus posters.
Approaching this project as an Arab designer, the subject was
completely foreign. The inspiration came from the bold circus
“cyrk” typography of the circus posters and Polish designers
who designed their own posters of foreign films, adapting them
to their own language and vernacular. The cyrk lettering was
made by paper, with all the letters connected, as an homage to
the connectivity of the Arabic script.

Poster detail
Full size 40 × 60 cm (15.7 × 23.6 in)

Language as Medium
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These are samples of Polish circus posters, featuring large CYRK
lettering. The Polish designers were very imaginative and playful.
They didn’t shy away from using funky type; actually, they mostly
handmade their own lettering for each poster in lieu of using
standard typefaces. This aesthetic was consistent in most of their
design, even in other, completely different contexts.

65

A very intriguing example for me were the posters for Hollywood
films, designed appropriately adapted for release in Poland.
Instead of using existing Hollywood formats, the designers made
their own uniquely Polish versions. This inspired me to create my
own Arabic lettering to interpret the Polish Circus theme.

Aerialist on 1 Hand
Hubert Hilscher
1967

Clown with Slingshot
Jan Młodożeniec
1974

Sunset Boulevard
Waldemar Swierzy
1957

Kabaret
Wiktor Gorka
1973

Language as Medium
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Each Arabic letterform has its own rules for
connecting: some in connect on both ends,
some only to the previous letter, some only
to the next letter.

Anatomy of the word cyrk, with the highlighted
in-between connections.

66
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C

Y

R

K
Full poster

Language as Medium

Constructing the equivalent
Latin CYRK out of paper. In this
case, I decided to connect all of
them as I saw visually fit.
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Sukoon : Stillness
The circular sukoon mark indicates the lack of
a vowel sound — a stop. The end of the name
James, for example, ends with a sukoon.
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“Freaks are called freaks and are treated as they are treated —
in the main, abominably — because they are human beings
who cause to echo, deep within us, our most profound terrors
and desires.”

Cæsura

— James Baldwin
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“ I know it’s a controversial thing to say, not controver
sial in the sense where it’s polemical, but controversial
in that people don’t necessarily agree — that visibility
should be the first step to changing things.”
— Hamed Sinno

From Mashrou’ Leila concert in Cairo, Egypt on 09/22/2017

This break is an interval for contemplation. My interest in lan
guage is enhanced by my existence in multiple places. The
tension between the two is always present. Through reflection,
writing, and conversations, I’m understanding my work
better. The Cæsura is a moment to breathe outside the studio
and also a chance to link these two hemistichs together by
looking inward—closer to home, perhaps.
   My work doesn’t reference a lot of dead, white philoso
phers and modern theorists. Instead, I’m driven by my own
experiences and inspired by current artists. For a while,
I thought I wasn’t “scholarly” enough. This lack of academic
rigor made me not take my work seriously, and the feed
back I got in typical studio critique settings only solidified this
notion for me. Only after talking to more people who were

not concerned with performing academia that I realized
I was wrong to doubt myself. The responses I got from nondesigners and Arabic speakers made me feel like I’m a
revolutionary rebel. I know that the topics I talk about so
casually in the studio are quite taboo elsewhere, but
sometimes I forget that. And the truth is scholarly debate
around these issues is so theoretical. Every time I try to
access it, I get promptly denied. So why did I ever bother
with inconsequential, elitist talk?
   Does it really matter whether the Gay International2 has
questionable intentions or not? Does it change the fact that
queer and trans bodies are abused every day in the Arab world?
In this case, I’m just questioning the intentions of scholarship
that doesn’t speak to people. And I want to contrast it with

1. The English Oxford dictionary defines cæsura
as a pause near the middle of a line (modern
verse); a break between words within a metrical
foot (in Greek and Latin verse).

2. This term was coined by Joseph Massad to
describe international LGBTQ and human rights
organizations imposing Western constructs of
homosexuality on the Arab world.
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the work of Mashrou’ Leila, a rock band from Beirut, Lebanon.
In 2017, I attended their concert in Cambridge, MA shortly after
they caused a big stir in Egypt, where a fan of theirs raised a
rainbow flag at their concert. The band was later banned from
the country, which started a crackdown on LGBTQ people
soon after. That night in Cambridge, the band’s openly gay
lead singer, Hamed Sinno, engaged and the audience on
the matter most emotionally and intelligently. This visibility
was unprecedented, although the consequences were not
great. But at that moment, I realized how much difference it
made for me to hear an empowering message from someone
who speaks my language and how much representation
matters. It was especially important at the time because it
was my first semester at RISD, and I had an assignment
to research a topic without any Googling
   My jumping off point was Straight to Hell, a queer zine
I had bought at the New York Art Book Fair. I looked for
resources in the library about queer Arab identity and found
nothing except for Joseph Massad’s Desiring Arabs, which is an
academic critique of Western queer studies and organizations.
His arguments were compelling, but I was more troubled by
the lack of any other sources in the library. I couldn’t have
been the first person at RISD who wanted to look for this infor
mation. When I tried looking in mainstream gay publications,
all traces of people like me lead to orientalist, fetishizing
narratives. My research ended up being a complaint about the
lack of offline resources, with my account of the Mashrou’
Leila concert as the primary source of research. So in a way, a
rock band from Beirut was more useful to me than RISD’s
Fleet Library could ever be. This issue brings me to my thesis
book and final semester. I’m expending a lot of resources,
in addition to material and emotional labor. My mental health
has suffered dearly. And the question is, as my classmate

Elaine Lopez brilliantly puts it, “Who is benefiting from this?”
I don’t feel comfortable with the idea of this book sitting on
a shelf at the library and collecting dust, or worse, serving only
the institution and capitalist endeavors. At the same time,
I don’t entirely reject being in this academic space either. It’s
a position of being within and without the institutionand
a refusal of choice, as Stefano Harney and Fred Moten describe
it in their essay, “the University and the Undercommons.”3
I came across this text in Urgency Lab, a class taught by Paul
Soulellis, where we engaged in great discussions about RISD
and questioned our relationship to this institution. I have
been grappling with these ideas throughout the semester, and
I don’t think I arrived at a clear answer. The only conclusion
I’ve reached is that the work I’m doing should not consider
the institution to be its top priority, and that maybe someone
in the future will read this book and find it to be a useful
reference when they come to the library. Not getting relevant
references or feedback in classes has been frustrating to me.
And trying to change my work to fit the interests of the
audience here only negatively impacted my work and psyche.
   I want this book to be relatable, and I want it to be
relevant to designers and students from a background similar
to mine, not necessarily the larger professional field. That’s
what I had in mind when I was thinking about people to
interview, and Shamma Buhazza seemed to be the perfect fit.
Having followed her work for a while, I thought she would
be a great person to interview. (And I wanted an excuse to talk
to her, for sure.) She is my age, is from the UAE, and got her
design BFA in the US (from Parsons School of Design) in 2015.
Her work deals with cultural hybridity as it relates to her
own background and flirts with critiques of tradition, censor
ship, and popular media. Our conversation was delightful,
inspiring, and very self-assuring for me. She simply “gets it.”

3. Stefano Harney and Fred Moten. The
Undercommons: Fugitive Planning and Black
Study (Wivenhoe: Minor Compositions, 2013),
30-34.
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We talked about the struggle of being a “hybrid” designer
in a Western context, but also about the challenges we face
at home (if that even exists.) As she described some of her
frustrations, I was nodding in agreement. At some point she
said she was sorry that what she was talking about might
be “hard to explain.”
   What I’m saying here might be obvious and might be
“not design,” but it really is what matters to me. The name of
this section is the perfect metaphor for it. The Caesura, a
blank space between two parts of the line, is often overlooked
in favor of all the visible, observable “content.” This incon
spicuous area contains my thoughts that don’t belong in the
crit space, whether implicitly or explicitly. But to me, it’s
the invisible glue that keeps it all together—the reason I do
what I do.
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A collective publication made in Urgency Lab, in the span of only two hours. It is published by and only for the participants.

   And it needs to be heard.
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Urgency Wall, made by Urgency Lab
students and Paul Soulellis
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This is very much an ongoing thought,
as part of what I’ll call my “thesis thinking” process
This thesis is taking away so much from me.
After more than a year of wandering and wondering,
I finally thought I understood.
Emotionally, however, I started feeling not so well—
well, not feeling at all. It wasn’t just my usual seasonal
depression, I realized, but something different that
I haven’t experienced before.
You see, this journey is bittersweet.
And very hard. A lot of it is about self-observation, something I’m super-good at, to the point that it’s unhealthy.
I overanalyze and criticize myself the most
Weirdly, the word abomination always creeps into my
imagination. What a terrible thought, yet my mind
keeps getting back to it
Like everyone else, I’m a concoction.
A linguistically hybrid, diasporic creature,
born of a DNA scattered across parts of Asia
I faced otherness in every place I called
home, let alone the rest of this planet.
Yes, I feel salty everywhere, because everywhere wants binary

I use the “end” of my notebook as the start and go in that
direction, from right to left, as text is read in Arabic.
Yet I can’t express my thoughts with clarity in that
language. So I write in English from right to left.
That’s my process. Weirdo? Pretentious?
I’m not sure what they think
Why can’t I just choose between queer and Muslim?
Between speaking Hebrew, being Arab, or being in love
with a Persian man?
Between Mo and Muhammad?
Between one of these languages?
I wish I had an abstract abstract
about objects and space, with meta-citations
But my life is the ingredients
my references are émigrés, exiles, and Others
The only thing abstract
about this thesis
is perhaps the words
And even those are laboring
to concretely illustrate
acceptance of myself :
beautiful : material : abomination

Cæsura

abstract : material : abomination
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Conversation with
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Shamma Buhazza is a graphic designer from Abu Dhabi, UAE and
currently based in Germany. She received her BFA from Parsons
School of Design in 2015. She has previously worked as a graphic
designer at Slash in Dubai. Currently, she is a graphic designer at
Adidas HQ in Germany.
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Shadda : Emphasis
This almost w-shaped diacritic is used to double
the consonant, instead of writing it twice.
Shamma’s name is a perfect example of that.
The way to pronounce it would be closer to
Italian than English.

Shamma and I talked about the state of graphic design in the
Middle East and, specifically, in the Gulf. More importantly, we
discussed— and vented about—the frustrations that designers
from our generation in the region often have. Our work is always
being watched, and we have to relentlessly think about our
audience —be they higher authority powers or the occasional
snitch cousin—before and during the making of any of it.

تـوجهـات أبـجـديـة

This conversation was conducted on Skype. Parts of
it are self-censored for the safety and peace of mind of
myself and/or my interlocutor. My redactions are in
blue, and hers are in black.
All images courtesy of the artist.

MN Thank you so much for being so responsive. I appreciate it.
SB Yeah and thanks for reaching out, honestly. I read your
thesis statement and looked at your website too. It’s
really interesting. And I’m in a place now where I’m
like really feeling stuck, and I was really inspired
looking at it and reading it too. So I’d also be interested
in hearing more from you as well. I know you go to
RISD in the master’s program, right?
MN Yes, that’s right.
SB And where are you from?
MN I’m from Jeddah. And I’ve mostly lived in the US since
2012. I went to undergrad here as well, at Boston University.
SB Oh cool, that’s great.
MN Yeah this is one of the reasons I wanted to talk to you,
since you are from the Gulf and also went to school here.
When I looked at your work, I relate to it a lot because you
often refer to this kind of culture of our generation with
bilingual and quirks that are very specific to… people in
our situation *laughs*. I don’t know how to describe it
exactly.
SB 100%. It’s definitely a medium that I finally like.
I think when I first started being a graphic designer. I
went to Parsons and the way they taught designers
very much like “Make this Helvetica poster, using just
Helvetica.” And if it didn’t look like a reference or

something they’ve seen before, then it was wrong, you
know? It was very Graphic Design 101. There were a lot
of moments where I felt like “I’m not good enough”
constantly, until my last year where I had this amazing
thesis professor who asked me, “What do you want to
do for your thesis? What are you passionate about?”
And I was thinking of referencing graphic design stuff
online and posters I thought were aesthetically
pleasing. She was just like, “No, what do you want to
communicate?” And that’s when I first found out
that, “Oh, I can use this as a medium to communicate
things. It’s not just about corporate identity…” I was
very confused about what graphic design could be or
what it meant to me.
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MN That’s very interesting. It’s very similar to my experience
actually in Undergrad where I wasn’t really passionate
about it. I wasn’t very excited. And then around senior
year, I started kind of exploring things that are more
related to my own culture very much in line with “What is
this hybrid identity/culture, especially linguistically. And
that’s when I started to really be inspired and make work
that I enjoy making. And actually, can you talk more about
if that’s okay about your thesis?
SB Sure. But before I talk about that, I’m just curious to
know—Sorry I’m asking you a lot when you should be
asking me.
MN Just think of it as a conversation, so definitely please feel
free to ask!
SB With your work, going to undergrad and grad school,
how does the audience respond to the work you’re
doing, especially when it’s associated with culture and
things they wouldn’t understand?
MN It’s definitely a learning curve. It’s mostly new territory for
everyone involved. For me it’s like I’m trying to even figure
out how to make form out of my own cultural references,
and at the same time being met with complete question
marks. (They don’t always really understand what’s
happening.) And what’s funny is that, because I think, like
Cæsura
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But yeah, I can talk about my thesis. Do you want
me to talk about what it is, or do you have questions
about it?

a lot of people in our generation, I grew up watching
Disney channel and American things. But at the same
time, real life was very much my own culture.
   And so I was always kind of in this weird zone. And
even when I’m making work about my culture—because
I’ve lived here so long and even when I lived back home, it
was so mixed and ambiguous—I feel like it’s hard to be
confident in what I’m doing. And whenever I say something about this kind of culture, this kind of language,
I suddenly become the authority on it. Because usually in
the classroom, there is no one else is talking about this.
So they’re going to take your word for it. It’s a responsibility, but at the same time it’s kind of frustrating because
I don’t always want this to be my responsibility. I just
want to have fun and make things. But, all of a sudden,
I have to be like a voice of authority. I don’t know if you
relate to that.
SB I never thought of it in that way, but wow, it’s so true.
You know, I don’t realize that to some people who are
viewing my work, or when I talk to certain people who
aren’t, say, from the Gulf, I’m becoming that person,
and I could probably mislead them in many ways. You
know, I talk about different things, and it’s very complex. And yeah, it’s kind of weird. When I did my thesis
at Parsons and critics came, I felt like it was very much
like I’m just educating. They couldn’t say anything
because it was only them being educated about like
this issue that I was talking about. And then, and
there’s no dialogue or discourse after that. It’s just
like, “Cool!” You know? Whereas if this project were
shown amongst a certain group of people in the
Emirates or the Gulf, there would be more conversation from it, I feel you. Especially living abroad, you
feel like you’re misunderstood at home, but then when
you’re abroad and you’re also misunderstood at home.
So, it’s very hard. Even graphic design in the Gulf, it
still feels kind of like a new thing. People ask me all
the time, “Why are you making this poster?” These are
good questions, but they’re just like, “I don’t get it. You
did this for fun?”
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MN I was only able to access the part you put on
your website. I thought it looked visually really
interesting. But I wanted to see more of the
writing and content. And I wonder what it’s really
about if you could elaborate.

Cover of Decoding the Cultural Divide in the UAE
(2015), Shamma’s undergraduate thesis at
Parsons. It features the title of the UAE’s
national anthem, ‘Ishy Bilady, spelled “3yshy
Biladi” in Arabish, the most commonly used
alphabet on the Internet for spelling Arabic
words in Latin characters.

SB Yeah. Like I was explaining before. In the thesis class I
had, my professor asked me, “What are you passionate
about?” And to be honest, I feel like, because the
Emirates is changing every time I go home—like roads,
construction— home starts to not feel like home anymore. It’s just changing constantly. And I guess this at
the time was relevant in 2015. Right now, things are
changing slightly
   The way it’s displayed online [the book] I was kind
of careful about because a lot of the writing is I guess…
I’ve been warned a few times actually with some
of my work to be careful from… somebody. To not post
controversial things. I guess they’re also uncomfortable with exposing the culture in a negative light and
having this western audience come and [judge it.]
I think that’s why they’re kind of warning me about
these things. So the way I displayed it [online] is very
vague; it’s very different in person. What I created
was this kind of manifesto. The cover looks like a Bible
or a religious piece. I have it in my hand now so I can
explain it to you. It’s about “How do you create this
half-traditional, half futuristic aesthetic of a culture?”
I have these images in my head of everything from
architecture to people. For instance, you have people
leaving the pub at like 4 or 5 am, and the call to
prayer is there at the same time. You know, it’s just
all these juxtapositions.
   It basically begins is like an academic text of just
the Emirates is and how it changed from desert to city.
And then within the text my voice comes in and starts
talking about what happened after that. So when expatriates came through and—you know, this thing you’re
talking about—how we’ve been influenced by Western
Cæsura
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Spreads from Shamma’s thesis, showcasing images of cultural changes in the UAE and the erosive effects they can have on local traditions.

culture and things like that. And then it transitions to
me studying the whole Arabish thing. (You know,
when you write with numbers and letters.) So I have
a page where I’ve written the national anthem. I feel
like that was, through typography, depicting this
half-futuristic, half-traditional kind of thing I was
talking about.
   So the book is… it’s not the right attempt, I think,
but it’s an attempt of trying to depict what this culture
looks like visually. And I have various interviews
between locals and expats. So I feel, yes, it is through
architecture, and through TV and whatnot. But it’s
also through people. There’s this big juxtaposition and
divide really. I think it’s a little different in Dubai, but
in Abu Dhabi, where I’m from, locals and expatriates—
they just don’t mix. They don’t really talk. Some of
them do, but the majority is very separate. You know,
I find me a person, they’d be an Australian, and they’ll
be like, “You’re the first local I’ve ever met, and I’ve
lived here for five years.” It’s like that.
   So I interviewed locals and expats and asked
them, “Why do you guys not interact with each other?”
And there’s many factors. And then there’s a page
where there are cropped images of the Emirati Dirham
banknotes. If you look at the note of a country, they
show the best representation of the culture. It’s what
they want it to look like, you know? So on the pages,
I put these other images in duotone of all their juxtapositions. And then when you turn the pages, these
images slowly get replaced or disappear, indicating a
loss of culture and things like that.
   And then the book is also divided into different
chapters, based off of this rant that I created [laughs.]
And then it ends with conservatism and censorship,
and there are these porn stills that are pixelated to talk
about, you know, the censorship of the Internet there
and whatnot. It’s just all these topics I basically like
felt passionate about. And this was a few years ago. But
one of the critiques I had was “OK, why did you pick
making a book?” Is this information accessible to
anyone? How do you make this an online experience?
And to be honest, why I made a book and why I only
made one book is because a lot of the writing is very
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critical. I can’t just publish this. You know, this whole
warning stuff. It’s not that it hasn’t happened. It has
happened to me many times. People reach out and
even galleries. I submit something to a show, and they
say, “We can’t show this.” So I have this paranoia in
that way. But true, I should have maybe made a more
accessible version of this and maybe censored some
things out… but still, you know what I mean? How
does somebody have the same feeling of this book
that’s sitting on my shelf in Germany? That is something that I could definitely be critical of, if I were
to look back or redo it. It’s hard to explain.
MN I totally get everything you’re saying because I know what
you’re talking about. And there’s also this thing where you
even pixelated some images in your book. It kind of speaks
to self-censorship and how a lot of artists from the region
do that; artists who are trying to make subtle messages.
But what do you think of the critique of that? As you said,
in a setting in the West, people are questioning how work
can be more accessible. But do you think there’s a problem
with that? I feel like here I’m encouraged to be more open
and accessible. But then at the same time, I am talking
about these things that are very taboo. Do you feel like
people sometimes don’t understand what’s really at stake?
SB They don’t! Because in the West it’s all about, you
know, they have nothing to lose. They don’t have this
other layer that we have, yeah. It’s an interesting topic
really because before we ever start something, I’m
sure we have this thing in our head that’s like, “Who’s
going to see this, you know. Let me make this password protected.” They don’t understand that that’s a
constant thought in our head. And that could lead to
us making [differently.] I found myself, for a long
time, just doing typographic work like Halla Walla and
all these fun things. The other day I did a post about
the song Alburtuqala,1 and I had a picture of an ass in
it—which wasn’t bad. But I remember in my head I
1. The title literally translates
to “The Orange,” a clear euphemism to something else.
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Halla Walla mural at Fully Booked Art Fair in Dubai (2018). The phrase loosely translates to “What’s up?” or “Welcome.”

was like, “When I post this, my dad is definitely going
to message me.” My dad messages me, and he’s like,
Ramadan is approaching. Can you please not post such
work like this? It’s not you.” I was like, “Damn!” And a
lot of people were like, “Oh wow. This is very different.”
you know, DMing me weird comments like that. Not
everyone, but you know, I was like, “Wow… imagine
that.” And all my friends like out here were just like,
“That’s dope.” They won’t even think of that. Yeah, it’s
hard for sure. They [in Western institutions] can’t critique. I didn’t take their critique seriously in my thesis.
I remember thinking, “You guys don’t know much
about this. And yes, you think it’s a pretty book, but
there’s more to it.”
   But after that I got really frustrated. I actually
turned more toward graphic design that everyone
Cæsura
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living in fear. But your subject is quite—I’d be curious
to know how you approach it. How do you talk to about
it with your friends, family? Like when your family
asks what you’re working on, how do you even tell
them? I’m curious because I know these things…

Alburtuqala (2019) poster and mock-album cover.

understood. I did that for like a year or two and completely stayed away from my culture. Then I saw this
talk by Eric Hu. He’s an amazing graphic designer. All
his work was bilingual and focused on his background,
He made me realize that I need to go back to what
I actually care about. No, I shouldn’t care if people
understand it or not. If that makes me happy and
that’s what I want to communicate, then great…
you know.
   It’s just hard. Well, how I wrote it down was like
this: My work could be seen as educational to certain
audiences, and then to some it’s relatable, and then to
some, I guess it’s controversial, right? So you can’t
please everyone. You can’t get everyone to understand
what your work is doing. But as long as it’s making
somebody think or relate to it, or the visual you make
is making people talk about something, I feel like that
is what we need right now. And it’s our job to do that,
by the way. Because you know, there are so many people
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MN As you should be; *laughs* as I expect you to be. I really
don’t know. It’s just kind of starting to be… I’m getting to
this point of “I need to decide, moving forward in my life,
what kind of person I want to be.” And this is why I really
struggled a lot in grad school. Everything I make is very
much derived from my own personality and life. To be
doing this work for school is emotionally taxing, to begin
with. My life becomes my material, in a way.
   And yeah, to go back to family and friends, most of my
friends here and my good friends back home I’m actually
completely open with, and they’re super supportive. But
up to this point, my family is mostly clueless. I’m sure they
must be smarter than that, but at least they don’t confront
me about it. And whatever I post on my Instagram is not
really controversial. But as soon as you go to my website,
it’s just, “Okay, I’m putting it all out there.” And I’m
just coming to a point where I have to confront it all and
be like, “Okay, I’m doing this.” It’s been very gradual. Even
five years ago I was like out to like 10 people. But now all
a lot of people know, and it’s totally fine. But when I came
here to RISD, I was like hey, it’s RISD, everyone’s weird.
And so kind of living it out here and normally just felt like,
okay, it’s just like that. And then I met someone here, so
I’ve been in a relationship, and that’s going strong. It’s
really great. He just happens to be a man and an Iranian,
so… *laughs*
SB Oh wow. It’s like family’s worst nightmare. I feel you
dude. It must be the hardest thing. The way I can relate
is, you know, simple things like telling your dad or
mom [as a woman] I have a boyfriend. That stuff
doesn’t work. I have friends who attempt those things,
not from the Gulf, like say friends who are EgyptianDutch or something. They’ll do that, then their dad
won’t talk to them for a year, you know? And they’re
like, oh, why can’t I introduce my white boyfriend to
my dad? I’m like, girl, you’re forgetting… like what are
Cæsura
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you trying to do here? You know, like it will never
work. I’m sorry, but it will never work. Like in that
sense. And we can’t. You know. They come from a different time like you know. It’s so hard and we want to
change this constantly, but it’s like at the end of the
day I feel like you otherwise. You have to keep it to
yourself, let them know what they need to know.
Or you tell them, and you live through that whole,
“You’re out of the family book” and all that nonsense.
It’s really hard, but I feel like, distance helps, too.
   That’s why I left the UAE actually. My dad’s
amazing but I just couldn’t be myself. I’m not really
happy here [in Germany] to be honest. I’m not interested in climbing the corporate ladder at all, but at
least here I don’t have a curfew. I can do my own thing
and not have someone hovering over me. Or the fear
that someone is listening to me constantly. I mean,
people are listening all the time, (our phones are
tapped, whatever) but over there I have friends who
are super scared. I have friends who’ve been told their
phones are tapped, or have had people tell them, “I
heard you say this,” and it’s like, “When did I say that?
I only said that with my friend at her house.” You know,
it’s all these scary things that could land us in danger.
Sometimes being too honest is dangerous. So I feel like
distance is key. It’s a tough one. It’s a struggle, but I’m
really happy for you. I’m glad you met somebody.
That’s awesome.
MN Thank you. Yeah, it’s been great. How do you think this
affects how the design scene is evolving in the Gulf?
Because it’s coming to a point where there’s all this cultural change (I don’t want to say evolution because I’d
rather to be more neutral about that.) I think usually
design comes from culture and corresponds to it. But now
it’s coming to a point where people are approaching
those red lines. Do you think that could maybe affect the
growth or the potential for design? I feel like now the
design scene in the Middle East, or the Gulf, is really
evolving, and it’s even coming to the international stage
(with the Fikra Biennial, for example,) but do you think
that [censorship] hinders the growth and expansion
of the field? I’m not sure where I’m going with this…

SB No, it’s important to talk about. Because a few years
ago, this international exposure thing was never a
thing. I feel like this is all great, exposure and stuff.
But, I still feel like there’s still a mask of something
because it’s being seen on an international level. It’s
going through someone to approve, you know what I
mean? Like, “This is coming from the Emirates?
They’re going to write a blog about this? It’s an art
show? Let’s make sure we don’t have these topics discussed in there about… I dunno, abortion. Let’s say an
artist did that in Jeddah or something, and they got
international disclosure. That’s, you know… it’s not
cool with the government, with this, with that. So I
feel like these things are great, but at the same time
it’s very curated in a way. You know what I mean? It’s
still limiting. I’m sure there’s this one person in our
governments who is like, “Okay, let’s check like the
online profile of the country. What’s bad, what’s good,
what’s going out there.”
   You know, this whole image stuff. I don’t know if
that answers your question, but I feel like that’s the
bad part of it. We’re not really doing things to our full
potential. Yes. It’s a start. The Fikra Biennial was great,
but let’s see some real issues here. And I feel like
through graphic design, we can totally do that. Graphic
design and art could be the same thing obviously. But
there’s a very heavy art scene in the Gulf, but not
enough graphic designers questioning things and
doing what you’re doing with your thesis—I’m on your
website now, by the way. The things I’m seeing I’ve
never seen done before. And it’s very brave, when you
know the context. I’m talking to you now, I understand
it’s a struggle. And these posters are living on the
Internet. To some people it’s probably like, “Oh, some
type… cool.” But it’s very powerful, you know, because
I understand it. That’s another thing. You show this to
somebody there, like your Mistranslation Poetry, they’d
just be like, “Okay, like, cool. We have other issues now.
We’ve gone beyond this within queer theory” or whatever. But where’s the queer theory in the Gulf?
   I remember taking a class in the New School called
Queer theory. And in the class, I learned all these
things from queer theorists. And at the end, we could
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write our own essays in response to the class. And I
remember realizing that not only do these theories
written by white theorists don’t work with people of
color—I was thinking just about black people. It
doesn’t work with black people, The Black Church, let
alone that with our culture. Oh my goodness. You know,
because the class gave some kind of comfort to people
in the room. When you looked around it was just like
white, privileged, queer people. And it was like, damn,
these theories. They sound comforting in this classroom, but these cannot apply to someone from the
Gulf… Like they can’t! And that’s when I realized we
have a lot of work, but who’s going to be brave enough
to do this? It sucks the way the government is at home
and the rules. Even this conversation couldn’t happen
in Abu Dhabi in my house. I don’t know who’s listening.
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MN Yeah. The reason I asked you is because I’m feeling like I’m
getting somewhere with this work. And if I went back
home, I won’t have that space. For someone like me, it is
physically limiting to be there, for me to grow in this way.
SB Yeah, that’s why I’m away as well. I don’t want to go
to work every day and work for a company like Adidas
where I’m an ant in this big place, and a hundred
people have to sign off on what I do. But my freedom
here means a lot. And yeah, I don’t have some awesome social life here either. But at least I’m in a place
where I feel safe to talk about subjects or make work
You know what I mean? The distance helps.
   But there’s always this thing that you have to go
back home. And it’s really scary. I don’t know what I
would do if I went home. I’d go insane. I actually moved
home after undergrad, and I was really sad. That’s why
I left again, but it took a lot of work to leave. But yeah,
if I were you, I would try to stay there. I know it’s hard,
but it’s safe.
MN Yeah, totally. I actually wanted to ask you how was the
move to Germany? You’re saying that you’re working a
corporate job, but is there anything interesting? Did you
grow in any interesting ways, either as a designer or a
person, or both?
Cæsura

Internet Censorship in the UAE (2017) poster. It features the default language displayed when a website is blocked in the
UAE, as well as the Arabic proverb that means “Whatever is forbidden is desirable.”
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SB Yeah, I can talk about both. In terms of work, it was
the first time I worked for a big company. Before that,
I was working in a studio in Dubai with three
designers And it was very like, “Your voice is heard.
Whatever work you do, it will be used. Whatever work
you do, you’ll see it on a billboard, or a publication or
a biennale. It was very hard doing that. But at least my
work was constantly seen shortly after it. Whereas in
this company… I mean there’s positives and negatives.
The positives would be learning to design for a consumer, especially something international, like Adidas.
You’re designing globally. What does global design
mean? Cause I was always playing this… You know,
most of my work has to do with things I know I’m
comfortable with, like culture and typography.
Whereas at work, sometimes I get a brief like, “Create
something for the Adidas customer in China.” And
you’re like, “Oh my God, what do I do?” So it’s not
using what I’m good at and just showing the most vulnerable—sometimes really shitty—work and being
confident about it actually is something I’ve gained by
working here. Not just being scared of, “Oh, I’m just
good at this one thing, and this is my style.” I have to
constantly do things in other styles. It was hard at
first. I struggled because what I do actually is graphics
for graphic tees. And it’s not really “what I do.” People
often ask me, “Why are you at Adidas?”
   But again, I have to do what I have to do to get out
of Abu Dhabi, right? That was my dream. But yeah,
I was learning a lot in the beginning. And it was hard
in that sense, designing for consumer stuff because
everything I’ve created was like very conceptual. It had
a very heavy deep meaning to it. And my boss was
always just like, “No, we gotta make this t-shirt like
this.” He would always say, “Make cool shit.” And I was
like, “What the hell does that mean?” He says that
every day. And I’m like, “What does this mean?” I’m so
confused. So it was a lot of undoing, which sucks
when it comes to designing with meaning. But that
undoing help me a lot to learn how to put a hat on and
a hat off. Sometimes a t-shirt has to be attractive—I
hate describing graphic design in that way, but it’s just
a visual. Because at first I was like, “Oh, a t-shirt is

like a poster, and you wear it, and blah blah blah… You
know, I got very deep into it. And my boss is just like,
“I need to make money.” And I was like, “Oh, okay, let’s
do this,” which sucks. But yeah, if someone ever
wanted to out me, they would just go to Adidas, go in
my file, and just find all this terrible stuff. But the end
of the day, somebody likes it. And I have to do it. What
I never understood is why people want to be part of
something so badly.
   When you make a design, the process is huge. It
goes through 10 people, and then five of those people
want to be involved in it. They need their stamp on it,
somehow. So even when something is done well, somebody has to interfere with it, and that’s how a big company works. So I learned through that. But it’s also just
realizing… being in a space where you’re not really
heard. You’re heard by your own team sometimes, but
at end of the day you’re just a maker, which completely
fucking sucks, *laughs* but you gotta do what you
gotta do.
   How I stay sane is I do my job… and I can’t believe
I’m saying this, but I’ve reached this point now where
it’s like “It’s Abu Dhabi or this.” I don’t know if you
notice, there’s no Adidas work on my website. I do
everything on the side, and sometimes I wonder,
“What could I do if what I do on the side is full time?”
But I see my time at Adidas as a temporary spot for
now, because I actually want to go to grad school too,
inshallah. For now at least, I can leave at five every
day, I have a consistent pay, and I have my freedom
here. For now this is very important. But yeah, it’s hard
to be fulfilled through design, for sure. Please don’t
ever work for a huge corporate company. It’ll kill you.
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MN At this point I think I’m going to have to work with what
I get. I am also literally thinking, “Okay, it’s either this
or Jeddah,” right? [both laugh] and the sad thing is Jeddah
is exploding! It’s really booming. My friends are making
movies, art, and all of these things. I see them partying,
but all of that is posted on their private Instagrams. It’s all
in this kind of concealed bubble. And I don’t really see
myself being in a bubble. I don’t judge whoever wants to
be, but it’s just not for me… *shrug*
Cæsura
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SB I have to live through that, it sucks. Simple things I do
on a day-to-day basis has to be close friends or on my
finsta.2 It’s just little things like snitch cousins. We
have all these layers of limitations which suck. And
imagine someone snitching about like, the work you
do! Like that’s weird, right? But that’s what happens,
right? Like your work online. If I did something like
this, you know there would be big problems in my
family. But again, it’s like up to us to be like, you know,
whatever. But it is hard, and having that fake life is
hard for sure. And one thing my dad always would say
is, “This [culture] is who you are. Stop trying to be
something you’re not.” I mean, it’s true in a way. Okay,
I grew up with this. This is all I knew once upon a time,
sure. But I found out about other things, like what
freedom feels like or expressing how I, how I feel, and
sexual orientation, all those things. But you’re brave.
That’s awesome. I know it sounds really lame, *laughs*
but it’s amazing. I struggle with doing projects about
gender. I’m really into Judith Butler and things like
that. And whenever I want put it in junction with my
culture, I’m always like, “Oh, it’ll be another project
that you have to hide.” You know, there are other ways
through design you can use.Llike making things accessible through like passwords and all that, to make
sureyou’re not in trouble. This needs to be talked about
more, but this is what you’re exploring, right? And
your thesis is all these kind of like limitations. That’s
really cool.
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Disorientation (2017). These flags were
designed by Shamma as an attempt to
define her own unique cultural identity.

MN Thank you. And thank you so much for taking the time to
talk. It was really great.
SB Yeah, and thank you. I really enjoyed this. I needed
this. I’m so tired of talking to people who don’t get this
part of me. Good luck with everything!

2. A finsta is a fake Instagram account
that is private and reserved for things
too embarrassing or controversial to
post on one’s real account.
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“The whole world is a hotel,
and Jerusalem is my home.”
— Edward Said

Fatḥa : Opening
Formed as a dash above a consonant,
the name of this vowel refers to the
mouth shape as it produces an ‘ah’ as
in Saīd. The sound that is similar to the
English a vowel but shorter/quicker.

إ
د
و
ا
ر
د
س
ع
يد

Kasra : Break
Literally meaning a break, this vowel
mark is the only one that comes under
consonants. It’s sound is a quick i, as
in “kid” or “hid.” Arabic does not have
a short e sound as in Edward. The
kasra is the closest thing.
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Hemistich Navigating Orientations
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“Exile is strangely compelling to think about but terrible
to experience. It is the unhealable rift forced between
a human being and a native place, between the self and
its true home: its essential sadness can never be sur
mounted. And while it is true that literature and history
contain heroic, romantic, glorious, even triumphant
episodes in an exile’s life, these are no more than efforts
meant to overcome the crippling sorrow of estrangement.
The achievements of exile are permanently undermined
by the loss of something left behind for ever.”
— Edward Said

Orientation means so much to me. It’s a word that has come
up often during my time at RISD. The multi-lingual nature
of my work, for one, requires a lot of orientation shifts. Arabic
and Hebrew read right-to-left, while English reads left-toright. This difference alone opens up many possibilities and
challenges when it comes to design and typography. Every
time I need to design something, there’s always another layer
of planning. I’m always thinking about how elements could
work together or against each other. Being in Providence and
RISD also affects my thinking. Last December, I was asked
in a critique about why I keep referring to where I made each
project. Why was I merely responding to prompts and not
pursuing my own thesis? At the time, I didn’t know the answer
to that. In fact, I thought I really failed and felt shitty. After
having processed it, I would say it’s simply because this

Poster for Tea In Sahara Café in Providence.
Full size 90 × 130 cm (35 × 51 in)
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environment makes me involuntarily hyper-aware of myself.
Most of what we talk about is foreign to me. And even though
I can understand it, I don’t relate to it, in the same way that
they don’t relate to my work. Speaking and living in English
gets tedious sometimes. The language enveloped me and my
Arab friends so much that we don’t even remember to use
Arabic amongst ourselves. And I’m not even talking about my
friends in the States. This happens in Jeddah, Saudi Arabia.
Whenever an Arabic word slips out in the form of a curse or a
snarky remark, it’s so joyful and funny. English became the
language of my exile, while Arabic the language of nostalgia.
   The inability to exist comfortably in any one country
alienates me immensely. I don’t belong anywhere. I belong to
wherever my heart longs for. I can speak both Hebrew and
Arabic, but I can’t go to Jerusalem. So, when given the chance,
I made a project about that city. When told to make a poster
about a place in Providence, I made it about a Moroccan café
in Fox Point. Is there a place where I can be queer and Muslim
and Arab without being alienated or threatened? Only in a
“safe” space, perhaps, or a virtual one. These are all inquiries
I’ve been exploring.
   This semester, I have been doing ongoing daily, one-hour
studies as part of Keetra Dean Dixon’s Form II class. Because
they are open-ended and utilize my curation of inspiration,
I really enjoy making them. And I believe that because Keetra
gave me space to explore elements of my own culture and
identity, some of them turned out really strong, despite the
short timeframe. I had to make a composition every day based
on a selection of inspiration that is randomized in a matrix.
Each time, I roll a random number for each category, and that
decides what my aesthetic, content, and composition will be.
Although the studies didn’t culminate in a substantial project,
thet have inspired me immensely, and I want to continue
them after I leave here. In the following pages I included a
selection of the studies. While making these compositions,
I had one vision: to learn and discover new ways to represent
my culture and identity.
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Matrix that maps out my inspiration and content for the daily compositions.
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Surreal collage, quote, calendar.

Gradients, lyrics, mirrored.
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Iconography, Hijazi proverb, Shahnameh.

Repetition, cheeky Arabic phrase, album cover.
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Opposite page: Floral, lyrics, radial.

Gradient, quote from The Prophet by Khalil Gibran, Flag.
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Surreal collage, a city (Jeddah), Shahnameh.
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Body, Arabic letter, flag.
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Dear Jerusalem,
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Can you ever be united in harmony and understanding?
Many think you’re forever doomed and apocalyptic. But
in my vision, I saw you undivided— one that contains
many. You exist equally, for all of your inhabitants. But
my vision is far from reality, and you're still a war zone —
ever charged, ever tense. My design is a utopia, while
you are near dystopia. I’m don't think beautiful visuals
could fix you. I merely offer hope and design. I know
it isn't enough. I only ask that you know my intentions,
and that maybe someone, somewhere would listen.

Detail from a trilingual Jerusalem motion piece
designed around the same time in 2017 that
Donald Trump decided to officially move the
United States Embassy in Israel to Jerusalem.
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UNESCO World Heritage Site:
The Old City of Jerusalem
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What would Jerusalem be like in a state of unity? This is the
question I had in mind as I designed the identity for the
Old City. Most would probably think a vision of equality for
Jerusalem is merely fiction. But historic events and projects
always start with ambitious dreams.
   In my vision, the city is not divided; it exists equally for
all of its inhabitants. To visualize this, I created a single
calligraphic mark, which can be read as the initial of the city
in English, Arabic, and Hebrew, depending on orientation.
In the same spirit, the booklet for the UNESCO site is trilingual
and reads both left-to-right and right-to-left, based on the
appropriate language. The letterhead is also shared between all
parties and can be reoriented to fit the direction of the script.

Navigating Orientations

Map of Jerusalem and its confusing and contested
surrounding area, with the old city sitting in the
middle of all of the turmoil.
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The mark I hand-drew represents the initial of
the city name in the 3 dominant scripts of the
city: Arabic, English and, Hebrew, depending on
the orientation it is read in.

Arabic Alif

Latin
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Hebrew Yod

Full mark, when in its unified form.
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Hebrew and Arabic, reading right-to-left, start at one end of the book (what would be the end of an English book.)
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English starts on the other end (what would be the beginning of a Hebrew/Arabic book.)
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In this land, even letterheads can be real estate
problems. Can the city have one letterhead that
serves all its linguistic needs? Perhaps, with
some reorientation, everyone could fit.

Navigating Orientations

But the bigger question is: Who goes where?
Because both Hebrew and Arabic are both
written right-to-left, only one can be alongside
the English, while the other has to go on the
opposite side. In our reality today, it is the
Arabic-speaking side that is excluded. This small
gesture and the chosen text displayed (the
Balfour Declaration) serve as subtle reminders of
the current unjust reality of displacement and
misrepresentation in the city today.
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A Poem of Belonging

129

In this interactive PDF document, I explore a poetry of map
forms, names of places, and how I am connected to them. The
experience starts with a linear slide show with the images
and lines building up to make the final composition. In the last
frame, clicking the maps and keywords on the bottom right
respectively hides and reveals the elements. The array of possible combinations meditates on ideas of diaspora and
belonging. How many places can I simultaneously belong to?

Detail showing the layering of transparent maps.
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Places appear when their
name is clicked and disappear
when the map is clicked
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Cities in the image:
(top to bottom, left to right):
Venice
Jeddah
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Places appear when their
name is clicked and disappear
when the map is clicked
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Cities in the image:
(top to bottom, left to right):
Venice
Damascus
Jeddah
Istanbul
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Places appear when their
name is clicked and disappear
when the map is clicked
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Cities in the image:
(top to bottom, left to right):
New York
Boston
Venice
Providence
Damascus
Jerusalem
Shahrixon
Jeddah
Istanbul
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Atlas: Acclimation

137

I received the Atlas assignment on the first day of classes at
RISD. Since then, many of these ideas and things have shown
up in my work, one way or another. What started as a seemingly random collection of things I gravitate toward suddenly
became a surprising and intriguing look into my process
and thinking.
   My 16-page contribution to this class book was designed to
be read right-to-left as an attempt to disorient the readers and
put them briefly in my shoes. Because it was in this reading
direction, we decided to include my chapter in the end, which
means the book ends a bit before it’s actually supposed to
(since the last page is the first page of my chapter.)
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Website : Turjuman

145

Turjuman (literally: translator) is a website that that attempts to
visualize a less linear method of translation. Given the different
reading directions of the language, many ideas lose some of their
meaning or impact after translation. The site uses scrolling as a
tool to move words in horizontal, verical, and diagonal directions.
The stories it tells are folk tales and poetry related to different
modes of translation. I was also trying to envision a way to preserve my language for myself and other bilingual speakers.

Website homepage. The vowel marks move as
the user scrolls to read.
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1.

3.

2.

4.
This line of poetry demonstrates the effect of vowel marks on words. Since marks are typically not written,
words can be confusing without context. This word is four different words, depending on the vowel. The Arabic
phrase sounds like “Alamon alamma, alam, ulimma, bida’ihi.”

When scrolling, the vowel marks move and modify the word. Without a proper translation, they literally read:
pain, surrounded, didn’t know, its disease. After translation it becomes: A pain surrounded me; I didn’t know
its cause.
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This one toys with the idea of hair and poetry, two words that are almost entirely the same except for the vowels.
Although not very common, words that sound similar might have a conncetion. The word for a line of poetry in
Arabic is literally a house. The connection between poetry and Arab culture (as I mentioned earlier) is very strong,
and this example demonstrates that.
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To Be One : In Virtual Space

151

This form study examines a tool I chose to study, the structure
sensor (an iPad attachment and application that 3D scans
objects using the device's camera.) Scanning my own body,
I noticed how the tool is meticulous with details—but only
certain details. While the curves and volume of an object are
preserved, none of the textures are scanned in. My hair, my
discolorations, and all the unique features simply disappeared.
   Although I was initially deterred by this, I thought of
a way to leverage it to my advantage. I utilized the flattening
aspect of the scanning process as a tool of reunification,
envisioning an alternative reality for my queer, brown, Arab
body. As real life is far from ideal, many people in my position
find refuge in virtual spaces, even beyond romance.
   In this reality, I infused my body with words that represent
my identity, which is often not allowed to exist in normative
spaces and narratives. I gain autonomy to define myself with
words such as Kwir ()كوير, which is an Arabic transliteration
of queer. My body emerges from the grid, albeit with an
uncanny perspective. The poster frame also acts as a medium
between the physical and virtual realms

Poster detail highlighting Arabic words (from
top to bottom): Muslim, Kwir, and Arab.
Full size 106 × 165 cm (42 × 65 in)
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Experiments with scanning my body to produce various kinds of textures.
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I discovered a method of moving body parts
while the machine is running to create a less
homogeneous texture. While scanning, I moved
my arms around to create a wings-like shape
around my body.
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Next page: Final full poster. From our perspective,
we only see the figure as a freakish chimera.
However, beyond our limited spectrum of seeing,
the shadow cast by my hybrid figure shows a
unified essence.
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